Additional file 1: Semi-structured interview guides

PCMH practices

1. In what ways has your practice changed since starting the PCMH project? How would you describe (tell me about) your PCMH transformation progress?

2. In what ways is the progress your practice made what you had anticipated?

Thinking about elements or practices that the practice has put into place:

   a. What helped make this happen?
      i. Probes: leadership, cultural changes, operational changes, resources provided by WW, learning orientation/QI processes, structural characteristics of practice, conditions in external environment

   b. What problems had to be overcome?
      i. Probes: leadership, change management and change fatigue, information systems, operational barriers like scheduling, competing priorities, lack of time, patient resistance, payment systems, structural characteristics of practice, conditions in external environment

3. In what ways is the progress different from what you had anticipated?

   a. Why do you think this happened?

4. How have the structural, technological or other changes associated with becoming a PCMH assisted or interfered with the provision of effective, patient-centered clinical care?

5. At this point, what is your vision for your practice as a PCMH? (Goals, important next steps)

   a. Do you think your practice will be able to achieve these goals and make these steps? Why or why not? What would help you achieve these goals?

6. [If practice has applied to be a HCH] What difference do you think the Health Care Homes demonstration will make for your PCMH journey?

7. What are 1-2 things you know now that you wish you had known when you started? (Or phrase as advice to colleague considering PCMH, or advice for someone designing a PCMH initiative)
**Former PCMH practices**

1. Can you tell me about your past work on PCMH? What sort of practice transformation did you work on while involved in the PCMH learning collaborative?

2. What are some successes you had with implementing a PCMH model? Which elements or practices were you able to put into place?
   a. What helped make those happen?
      i. Probes: leadership, cultural changes, operational changes, resources provided by WW, learning orientation/QI processes, structural characteristics of practice, conditions in external environment

3. Are those elements still in place? Why or why not?

4. What aspects of the PMCH model were more difficult to start or establish?
   a. What problems had to be overcome?
      i. Probes: leadership, change management and change fatigue, information systems, operational barriers like scheduling, competing priorities, lack of time, patient resistance, payment systems, structural characteristics of practice, conditions in external environment

5. What are 1-2 things you know now that you wish you had known when you started? (Or phrase as advice to colleague considering PCMH, or advice for someone designing a PCMH initiative)

6. [If hasn’t already been answered] What are the reasons for your practice leaving the PCMH group? For stopping active work toward a PCMH-type model?

7. [If relevant / not already answered] At this point, does your practice have any interest in formally pursuing a model home model? Why or why not?
   a. Is there any sort of assistance or resources that would help if you did?
Non-PCMH practices (ICP and others)

1. The idea of the patient-centered medical home is getting a lot of press these days. What is your understanding of what a PCMH does, or looks like?

2. From your perspective, what would be the benefits of a PMCH model for you, for your practice, and for your patients?

3. What would be the costs or drawbacks?

For interviewees who have some knowledge of PCMH concepts ...

4. Does your practice have any interest in pursuing a model home model? Why or why not?
   i. Probes: compatibility with their practice culture or structural characteristics?

For interviewees who say they have very little knowledge of PCMH ...

6. Tell me about what it’s like, from your perspective, to work in this practice.

7. What are some good things about how this practice functions?

8. What are some things that could be changed or improved?

For both ...

9. How does change happen in this practice?
   a. Please give me an example of how something in the practice has changed in the last 6 months.
   b. Who are the people in the practice who can really make things happen on changes that people want to see?
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